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Flyweight 

Intent 

Use sharing to support large numbers of fine-grained objects efficiently. 

Motivation 

• Using an object for each character in the document to promote flexibility at the finest levels 
in the application.  

•  
• Characters and embedded elements could then be treated uniformly with respect to how they 

are drawn and formatted.  
•  
• The application could be extended to support new character sets without disturbing other 

functionality.  
•  
• The application's object structure could mimic the document's physical structure. 

 

 

• The drawback of such a design is its cost.  

• A flyweight is a shared object that can be used in multiple contexts simultaneously.  
•  
• The flyweight acts as an independent object in each context—it's indistinguishable from an 

instance of the object that's not shared.  
•  
• Flyweights cannot make assumptions about the context in which they operate 
• .  
• The key concept here is the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic state.  
•  
• Intrinsic state is stored in the flyweight; it consists of information that's independent of the 

flyweight's context, thereby making it sharable.  
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• Extrinsic state depends on and varies with the flyweight's context and therefore can't be 

shared. Client objects are responsible for passing extrinsic state to the flyweight when it 
needs it.  

•  
• Flyweights model concepts or entities that are normally too plentiful to represent with 

objects.  
•  
• Example:  

o A document editor can create a flyweight for each letter of the alphabet.  
o Each flyweight stores a character code (Intrinsic)  
o Its coordinate position in the document and its typographic style can be determined 

from the text layout algorithms and formatting commands in effect wherever the 
character appears. (Extrinsic)  

o Logically there is an object for every occurrence of a given character in the 
document: 

 

 

o Physically, however, there is one shared flyweight object per character 
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Applicability 

Apply the Flyweight pattern when all of the following are true: 

• An application uses a large number of objects.  
• Storage costs are high because of the sheer quantity of objects.  
•  
• Most object state can be made extrinsic.  
• Many groups of objects may be replaced by relatively few shared objects once extrinsic state 

is removed.  
•  
• The application doesn't depend on object identity. Since flyweight objects may be shared, 

identity tests will return true for conceptually distinct objects.  

Structure 
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Participants 

• Flyweight  
o declares an interface through which flyweights can receive and act on extrinsic state.  
o  

• ConcreteFlyweight (Character)  
o implements the Flyweight interface and adds storage for intrinsic state, if any. A 

ConcreteFlyweight object must be sharable. Any state it stores must be intrinsic; that 
is, it must be independent of the ConcreteFlyweight object's context.  

o  
• UnsharedConcreteFlyweight (Row, Column)  
•  
• FlyweightFactory  

o creates and manages flyweight objects.  
o ensures that flyweights are shared properly. When a client requests a flyweight, the 

FlyweightFactory object supplies an existing instance or creates one, if none exists.  
o  

• Client  
o maintains a reference to flyweight(s).  
o computes or stores the extrinsic state of flyweight(s).  

Collaborations 

• State that a flyweight needs to function must be characterized as either intrinsic or extrinsic.  
• Clients should not instantiate ConcreteFlyweights directly to ensure they are shared 

properly.  
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Consequences 

• Flyweights may introduce run-time costs associated with transferring, finding, and/or 
computing extrinsic state.  

• Such costs are offset by space savings: 

o the reduction in the total number of instances that comes from sharing  
o the amount of intrinsic state per object  
o whether extrinsic state is computed or stored (trade off).  

• When the Flyweight pattern is combined with the Composite pattern, the parent pointer is 
passed to the leaf flyweight as part of its extrinsic state.  

Implementation 

1. Removing extrinsic state from shared objects.. 

o Ideally, extrinsic state can be computed from a separate object structure, one with far 
smaller storage requirements.  

2.  Managing shared objects.  

o FlyweightFactory objects often use an associative store to let clients look up 
flyweights of interest.  

o Sharability also implies some form of reference counting or garbage collection to 
reclaim a flyweight's storage when it's no longer needed.  

Sample Code 

class Glyph { 
    public: 
        virtual ~Glyph(); 
     
        virtual void Draw(Window*, GlyphContext&); 
     
        virtual void SetFont(Font*, GlyphContext&); 
        virtual Font* GetFont(GlyphContext&); 
     
        virtual void First(GlyphContext&); 
        virtual void Next(GlyphContext&); 
        virtual bool IsDone(GlyphContext&); 
        virtual Glyph* Current(GlyphContext&); 
     
        virtual void Insert(Glyph*, GlyphContext&); 
        virtual void Remove(GlyphContext&); 
    protected: 
        Glyph(); 
 }; 
 
 class Character : public Glyph { 
    public: 
        Character(char); 
        virtual void Draw(Window*, GlyphContext&); 
    private: 
        char _charcode; 
 }; 
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• GlyphContext acts as a repository of extrinsic state.  

  class GlyphContext { 
    public: 
        GlyphContext(); 
        virtual ~GlyphContext(); 
     
        virtual void Next(int step = 1); 
        virtual void Insert(int quantity = 1); 
     
        virtual Font* GetFont(); 
        virtual void SetFont(Font*, int span = 1); 
    private: 
        int _index; 
        BTree* _fonts; 
   }; 

• GlyphContext must be kept informed of the current position in the glyph structure during 
traversal.  

• GlyphContext::Next increments _index as the traversal proceeds.  
• Glyph subclasses that have children (e.g., Row and Column) must implement Next so that it 

calls GlyphContext::Next at each point in the traversal. 

• GlyphContext::GetFont uses the index as a key into a BTree structure that stores the 
glyph-to-font mapping.  
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• Interior nodes define ranges of glyph indices.  
• BTree is updated in response to font changes and whenever glyphs are added to or removed 

from the glyph structure.  
• For example, assuming we're at index 102 in the traversal, the following code sets the font 

of each character in the word "expect" to that of the surrounding text (that is, times12, an 
instance of Font for 12-point Times Roman): 

    GlyphContext gc; 
    Font* times12 = new Font("Times-Roman-12"); 
    Font* timesItalic12 = new Font("Times-Italic-12"); 
    // ... 
     
    gc.SetFont(times12, 6); 

 

• Suppose we add the word "don't " (including a trailing space) in 12-point Times Italic before 
"expect." The following code informs the gc of this event, assuming it is still at index 102: 

    gc.Insert(6); 
    gc.SetFont(timesItalic12, 6); 
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    const int NCHARCODES = 128; 
     
  class GlyphFactory { 
    public: 
        GlyphFactory(); 
        virtual ~GlyphFactory(); 
     
        virtual Character* CreateCharacter(char); 
        virtual Row* CreateRow(); 
        virtual Column* CreateColumn(); 
        // ... 
    private: 
        Character* _character[NCHARCODES]; 
  }; 
 
 
    GlyphFactory::GlyphFactory () { 
        for (int i = 0; i < NCHARCODES; ++i) { 
             _character[i] = 0; 
        } 
    } 
 
    Character* GlyphFactory::CreateCharacter (char c) { 
        if (!_character[c]) { 
            _character[c] = new Character(c); 
        } 
     
        return _character[c]; 
    } 
 
    Row* GlyphFactory::CreateRow () { 
        return new Row; 
    } 
     
    Column* GlyphFactory::CreateColumn () { 
        return new Column; 
    } 

Known Uses 

• InterViews 3.0/Doc 

o Use glyph objects to represent each character in the document.  
o The editor builds one Glyph instance for each character in a particular style (which 

defines its graphical attributes). That means only position is extrinsic, making Doc 
fast.  
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o Documents are represented by a class Document, which also acts as the 

FlyweightFactory. In a typical case, a document containing 180,000 characters 
required allocation of only 480 character objects. 

• ET++ uses flyweights to support look-and-feel independence.  
o A widget delegates all its layout and drawing behavior to a separate Layout object. 

Changing the Layout object changes the look and feel, even at run-time. 

o For each widget class there is a corresponding Layout class (e.g., ScrollbarLayout, 
MenubarLayout, etc.).  

o To avoid overhead, Layout objects are implemented as flyweights.  

o The Layout objects are created and managed by Look objects.  
o The Look class is an Abstract Factory that retrieves a specific Layout object with 

operations like GetButtonLayout, GetMenuBarLayout, and so forth.  
o  
o For each look-and-feel standard there is a corresponding Look subclass (e.g., 

MotifLook, OpenLook) that supplies the appropriate Layout objects.  
o  
o Layout objects are essentially strategies. They are an example of a strategy object 

implemented as a flyweight. 

Related Patterns 

• The Flyweight pattern is often combined with the Composite pattern to implement a 
logically hierarchical structure in terms of a directed-acyclic graph with shared leaf nodes. 

• It's often best to implement State and Strategy objects as flyweights. 


